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With the change in government, social structure and a move towards better equality, South
Africa experienced changes that aimed to improve the lives of all South Africans regardless
of their skin color. This revolutionary time came with a number of uncertainties, as the
formally predominately white ruled country was then ran by a black man, Nelson Mandela,
and for many white South Africans these uncertainties questioned their nationalism to the
country. Regardless of the hardships his people faced at the hands of white people, Nelson
Mandela still saw them as South Africans and sports was one of the ways in which he
emphasized this. This goes to show how through sport people are then able to take pride and
support for their nation, of which they have lost of questioned due to circumstances.

Nationalism as Springer defines it is “nothing more than heightened and pronounced national
feeling,” which includes the idea of being a part of a nation and giving that nation your all.
(Springer, 15) This can be seen as a mindset in which one feels at sync with where they are
and take pride in how their nation is. For many South Africans, these feeling may have
changed as the Apartheid regime came to an end. For black South Africans and other people
of color, this was mostly a positive change as all hope was restored. For some white South
Africans it was a loss, while for other non-racist white South Africans it was a positive
change that came with numerous questions on whether they would still be accepted in the
nation and how they would relate with the rest of the country. The national feel that Springer
talks about was weakened. For most white South Africans, Mandela was known as a terrorist
from their childhood. It only came as a shock when in the end he became president, this
changed the lives or many white South Africans. An interview for The Guardian pointed out
how "I remember when I heard Nelson Mandela's name mentioned at barbecues or dinner
parties, the words 'terrorist' or 'bad man' was an umbilical cord almost to his name.” (The
Guardian) This goes on to show how in the past the possibility that a black man or even

worse Nelson Mandela would one day rule the country came to a surprise. One that would in
the end affect the nationalism of some white South Africans who would then feel that their
country was lost. Of course, in a broader perspective the country belonged to the black people
of South Africa who had been displaced and mistreated for a bulk of history. With Mandela’s
leadership, there had to come a change in mindset in which the white South Africans had to
come to understanding that the country did not belong to them and they had to learn to live
equally and respectfully amongst black people who the country belonged to.

With the struggles that the country went through, unifying the country seemed like it would
be impossible. Having fought against the segregation, it was not Mandela’s plan to further
divide the country but to work towards unifying the country and creating what is now known
as the Rainbow Nation. Shortly after his victory, South Africa hosted the Rugby World Cup,
ruby in South Africa was previously a white sport that the black people often cheered for
opposition. It came as a surprise for both the white and black South Africans when Mandela
pushed for the whole nation to stand behind the Springboks. This was efforts to work towards
uniting the nation and adapting what the idea of nationalism had previously meant in South
Africa. Mandela managed to unite South Africans through sport, for the final game, although
it may not have been a significant increase, but of the 63,000 people at the stadium, 1,000 of
them were not white. (The Guardian) This showed the beginning of the Nationalized
Rainbow Nation. As Mandela went onto the field “wearing a springbok on his heart” the
crowd shouted, ‘Nelson, Nelson, Nelson!’ because what he’d promised he delivered. And
when the final whistle blew this country changed for ever. It’s incomprehensible.” (The
IRISH TIMES) Mandela aimed to produce a Rainbow Nation, where each member of the
nation had a sense of belonging, pride and devotion to the country.

Indeed, sports can be used to empower nationalism. This is something that Mandela managed
to do when his country needed it the most. Through sports, rugby in specific, Mandela was
able to not only unite the country but build a Rainbow Nation where everyone in the country
regardless of their origins felt proudly South African.
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